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Demonstration of Adaptive SDN Orchestration: A Real-time Congestion-aware Services Provisioning over OFDM-based 400G OPS and Flexi-WDM OCS


(Post-Deadline)

Abstract—In this work, we experimentally demonstrate highly flexible and intelligent inter-domain coordinated actions based on adaptive software-defined networking (SDN) orchestration. An advanced multi-domain multi-technology testbed is implemented, which consists of a 400-Gb/s variable-capacity optical packet switching domain and a Tb/s-class flexi-grid wavelength division multiplexed optical circuit switching domain. The SDN-controllable transponders and the extended transport applications programming interface (API) enable the congestion-aware provisioning of end-to-end real-time services. At the data plane level, different transponders based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) are employed for inter/intra-domain links in order to adaptively provision services with fine granularity. For adaptation, SDN-capable domain-specific optical performance monitors are also introduced. In the control plane, the applications network operations (ABNO) architecture has been extended and addressed as an adaptive SDN orchestrator.

Index Terms—Multicarrier modulation, discrete multi-tone, OFDM, flexi-grid networks, optical packet switching, software-defined networking, sliceable bandwidth variable transceiver (S-BVT).

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE-DEFINED networking (SDN) orchestration has been proposed and demonstrated as a feasible solution to efficiently manage end-to-end services in network scenarios including multiple domains, technologies, and tenants [1][2][3][4]. Key enablers are i) the control orchestration protocol (COP) [5] for a transport applications programming interface (API) to allow interworking of heterogeneous control plane paradigms (e.g., OpenFlow, GMPLS/PCE) and ii) the domain-specific sliceable bandwidth/bitrate variable transponders (S-BVTs) to provide bandwidth adaptive end-to-end services [2][6][7].

In this work, we experimentally demonstrate highly flexible and intelligent inter-domain coordinated actions based on the
In the control plane, the capability to adapt the payload format can be addressed by the orchestrator. As depicted in Fig. 1, the key adaptive element is the SDN orchestrator. There, real-time network monitoring information is processed to validate and provide optimal selection of network resources for satisfying the end-to-end service demands and dynamically re-optimize those service demands based on current network state. Thus, domain-specific performance monitoring plays a key role in order to allow the pursued adaptive orchestration. Fig. 1 also shows other key elements for the proposed adaptive SDN orchestration, including the S-BVTs and the domain-specific SDN controllers. The latter are in charge of each network domain, which can be of different nature, and are interfaced with the adaptive SDN orchestrator by means of the COP. This last provides the suitable framework for the end-to-end connection provisioning by interworking of different heterogeneous domains [3].

In order to demonstrate the adaptive SDN orchestration concept, an advanced multi-domain/technology testbed is implemented. It consists of a 400-Gb/s variable-capacity optical packet switching (OPS) domain and a flexi-grid wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical circuit switching (OCS) domain, featuring beyond 1-Tb/s capacity, each controlled by the corresponding individual SDN controllers. In the data plane, different S-BVTs, based on discrete multi-tone (DMT) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), are employed for inter/intra-domain links enabling adaptive and fine granular end-to-end service provisioning. SDN-capable domain-specific optical performance monitors, including high resolution optical channel monitor, are also introduced. In the control plane, the applications based network operations (ABNO) architecture [2][8] has been extended and addressed as an adaptive SDN orchestrator. As a use case, we demonstrate a real-time congestion-aware provisioning of end-to-end services including an inter-domain high definition (HD) video streaming. The orchestrator detects traffic congestion of specific flows, allowing congestion control (e.g., via DMT rate-adaptation for packet compression) in the OPS domain, and improves the quality of service (QoS) of the end-to-end services in a self-healing manner.

The paper is structured as follows. In section II the actual testbed implementation details are provided. Afterwards, section III describes the analyzed use case, which is a congestion-aware inter-domain service provisioning in real time. Section IV deals with the experiment results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section V.

II. TESTBED IMPLEMENTATION

The data plane of our testbed was implemented at NICT premises in Sendai, Japan. The data plane included two network domains: a 400G-class DMT-based OPS network and a Tb/s-class flexi-WDM OCS network. Each domain was controlled by an individual custom SDN controller located at KDDI Labs premises in Saitama, Japan, and connected through JGN-X [9]. Both domains were orchestrated by an adaptive SDN orchestrator deployed at CTTC premises in Castelldefels (Barcelona), Spain, through a virtual private network (VPN) connection.

In the data plane, the OPS domain consisted of 4 OPS nodes (A-D) shown in Fig. 2 (center). A 400G (4 wavelengths running at 100G) DMT and a 100G-OOK (10 wavelengths running at 10G) were employed as optical payload formats. As shown in Fig. 1a, the nodes A-C were based on 4×4 switches (SWs) based on semiconductor optical amplifiers [10], while node D employed a 4x4 PLZT SW for the transparent switching of the DMT packets. The 100G packet transponders at nodes A-B were real-time and had a 10G Ethernet client signal interface. A semi-real-time DMT packet transmitter was implemented at node C and the receiver was at the output of node D.

The DMT signal was generated by a field programmable gate array (FPGA) and converted to an analog signal by a 64 GS/s, 8 bits digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The laser wavelengths were modulated by Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM) and multiplexed. The transmitted DMT packet was received by a photodetector (PD) through the demultiplexer (DEMUX). The received signal was converted to digital by a 64 GS/s, 8 bits analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and subsequently demodulated by the FPGA. The subcarrier number and the cyclic prefix of the DMT signal were 1024 and 16, respectively. Most of the network entities in the domain were SDN-controllable. Particularly, the DMT transponder could be programmed, i.e. had the capability to adapt the payload format based on policy (e.g., full-rate, half-rate, energy-saving etc.) given by the SDN controller. This capability plays an important role in the operation of optical networks, by supporting the on-demand configuration of programmable network functions, such as rate, bandwidth, path adaptation, and slice-ability, enabling to handle variable granularity (including the sub-wavelength level). In particular, spectral manipulation at the subcarrier level is possible for optimizing the transmission performance and the transceiver capacity, according to the network priority to meet the traffic demand, the available bandwidth, the path/channel and energy efficiency requirements. So, we approached a policy-based control in the
DMT transponders in view of its integration in an SDN based control plane. Therefore, in case of capacity priority, the DMT transponder enabled flexible rate/distance by adaptively assigning the suitable number of bits per symbol per subcarrier.

As performance monitors to enable adaptive orchestration, optical packet counters (OPCs) were implemented at each node, which reported on link congestion to the SDN controller. The OCS domain was a 50-km diameter ring network with 2 flexi-grid reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (ROADMs 1-2) based on 1x4 programmable wavelength selective switches (WSSs). At ROADM 1, a single S-BVT was deployed as the OPS-to-OCS interface, featuring 3 different slices: a 200G (48Gbaud, 32QAM) single-polarization coherent optical (CO) OFDM, an 80G direct detection (DD) OFDM, and a 10G-OTN (i.e. OTU2e) sub-transponder. Both OFDM sub-transponders were implemented with offline digital signal processing (DSP), while the 10G-OTN was carrying real-time data.

The DD-OFDM signal, carrying 1024 subcarriers was generated as follows (See Fig. 2c). The Inphase (I) and Quadrature (Q) components were digitally upconverted to an intermediate local oscillator (LO) frequency of 15 GHz. The electrical spectrum occupied the range within 3 GHz and 27 GHz. The upconverted OFDM signal was imprinted on a laser source using an intensity Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) and transmitted over the link. At the receiver side, the signal was detected using an integrated PIN+TIA module and digitally post-processed using offline DSP.

The bandwidth of the S-BVT was decided via the SDN controller depending on the reach/purpose of the established connections. For example, DD-OFDM was conceived for coping with metro-access distances. In addition, 8λ×100G dual polarization quadrature phase shift keying (DP-QPSK) channels were implemented to demonstrate flexi-WDM network operation beyond 1-Tb/s. A non-intrusive optical performance monitoring system was deployed at the ROADMs. This domain was heterogeneous, as it included different optical signals, depending on the reach/purpose of the established connections. Thus, the deployed monitoring system was able to scan the whole C-band and automatically extract the different performance parameters, including WDM channel allocation, effective guard-band, signal power and optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) of each multi-format flexi-WDM channel. The main blocks composing the signal monitor were a 10-MHz-resolution optical spectrum analyzer, a signal processing module, a notification server and a monitoring agent. The spectrum analysis was performed by the signal processing module, which was also in charge of deriving the corresponding performance parameters that fed the monitoring agents. This allowed to suitably configure the different domain network resources, including the parameters of the transponders, according to the signal quality [11].

The SDN orchestrator was based on the ABNO architecture (Fig. 2d) using a COP based on YANG/RESTCONF [12] as a
unified interface towards the OCS/OPS SDN controllers. To enable the adaptive orchestration of resources, its ABNO architecture was extended by newly adding an adaptation policer module, which provided updates on the optimization criteria to the orchestrator controller. Such an optimization criteria was based on the network status information received from the control plane through the operation and monitoring (OAM) handler (Fig. 2d). The different monitoring agents send the monitoring data to the corresponding domain controller notification server through websockets. Then, the SDN controller of each domain forwarded the monitoring information to the adaptive SDN orchestrator through the COP CallUpdate/Remove notification messages, using websockets as well.

III. USE CASE CONGESTION-AWARE REAL-TIME INTER-DOMAIN SERVICE PROVISIONING

In this section, we introduce a use case where adaptive SDN orchestration is applied to solve congestion and provide concurrent optimization for both OPS and OCS domains in order to provision end-to-end services.

Fig. 3 shows the SDN-enabled OPS congestion control use case. The OPC in the OPS node monitors the received amount of optical packets. If the monitored packet counter reaches a pre-determined threshold (step 1 in Fig. 3), the optical packet counter automatically sends an alarm to the SDN controller in order to notify an occurrence of packet congestion (step 2). When the SDN controller receives the alarm, the SDN controller sends a message (step 3) to a rate-adaptive transmitter (DMT Tx) in order to change the bitrate of a packet flow (step 4), aiming at reducing the packet loss ratio while preserving the transmission capacity [13].

With respect to the OCS domain, Fig. 4 shows a representation of a portion of the spectrum of a flexi-WDM link with a set of already established, channels (A, B, C), being A the channel providing end-to-end connection. Congestion occurs when a new connection request (channel D) demands a specific spectrum slot, which is unavailable (step I). Following a specify-TE policy (i.e., the use of low cost transponders with potentially limited tunability), the adaptive SDN orchestrator triggers a spectrum re-allocation of channels B and C (step II) to fit signal D within the spectrum range specified by request D. Following a maximum spectrum efficiency policy, channel D is allocated with the minimum guard band to channel A. After the connection has been established, the signal monitoring detects interference within a portion of the spectrum and notifies the SDN controller. The controller identifies that channel A is affected and notifies the orchestrator. In response, the SDN orchestrator identifies that channel D has caused the interference (since it was the last channel created) and increases the guard band between them by re-allocating channel D accordingly via the SDN controller (step IV). A heuristic algorithm is applied for adaptive resource orchestration: The guard band between channels is gradually incremented until no signal degradation is detected. Such a guard band value is then incorporated to the knowledge base of the SDN orchestrator. Finally, the SDN orchestrator re-allocates channels B and C following a similar procedure (step V in Fig. 4).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As mentioned in section III real-time congestion-aware provisioning of end-to-end services was demonstrated in the multi-domain testbed. In the demo, two inter-domain flows were generated. One was for the real-time HD video streaming. A full-HD camera with IP-based media gateway was located at node A in the OPS domain, while another gateway and a HD display system were at the ROADM 2 (as shown in Fig. 2). The video traffic was based on 10G Ethernet and converted to a 10G-OTN signal at node D in real-time. Another flow originated from the DMT transmitter at node C. This flow was logically interfaced by the DD-OFDM transmitter at node D and then transferred to the ROADM 2 as well. The effective bit rate of this flow was around 15 Gb/s (packet rate was 17% at
A. OPS domain

In the OPS domain, first, the controller learnt some thresholds for the OPC value to sustain the intra-domain packet loss ratio (PLR) below 1% in an offline manner. After setting the two flows, the packet counter at node D detected the congestion (1-2 in Fig. 3). To avoid the optical packet contention, the controller decided to change the transmission policy for the DMT flow (3 in Fig. 3). Then, the DMT transmitter compressed the optical packets in the time domain to reduce the link occupancy by the adaptive modulation (4 in Fig. 3). Figs. 5a-b show the characteristics of the semi-real-time DMT transponder with different transmission policies. The total achievable capacity was up to 407.4 Gbps (100G×4λ) after 1 hop.

When the capacity policy was changed to 75%, 50%, and 25%, achieved ratio of the total capacity of 4-lanes was decreased to 77%, 49%, and 25%, respectively. We could find that the allocated bitmap of the DMT signals was changed corresponding to the target capacity from Fig. 5a. From these results, we demonstrated the policy-based control of the DMT transponder from the SDN controller.

The control log at the agent SDN agent for the proposed SDN-enabled OPS congestion control is shown in Fig. 6. There it can be observed that all the steps regarding congestion control procedure (1-4 in Fig. 3) could be successfully executed within a few seconds.

The control traffic messages are depicted in Fig. 7. Precisely, in Fig. 7a-c we can see how the different domains are properly initialized. When the packet count read from the OPC module of OPS node D reached the pre-defined threshold, indicating traffic congestion as shown (1-2) in Fig. 6, the SDN agent attached to OPS node D detected this packet congestion and sent an alarm message to the SDN controller.

As shown in Fig. 7d, the SDN controller then sent a notification to the adaptive SDN orchestrator to adjust the DMT-based rate adaptive transmitter to decrease the packet occupancy rate and increase the bit rate of signal from 100 Gbps to 400 Gbps, so as to alleviate the traffic congestion while preserving the transmission capacity.

B. OCS domain

In the OCS domain, the adaptation was needed particularly to set up the DD-OFDM flow (carrying data from OPS domain). The initial occupancy of the OCS domain is shown in Fig. 8, corresponding to Fig. 4, step I. There it can be observed that the end-to-end 10G-OTN signal (A) was surrounded by the CO-OFDM and DP-QPSK signals (B, C). Both kinds of signals could be successfully received assuming a soft decision forward error correction (FEC) coding. In fact, DP-QPSK signals were featuring BERs below 10⁻⁵ while CO-OFDM signal was achieving 1.2·10⁻² BER. Since OFDM signals had sharp spectral edges (see Fig. 8c-d), CO-OFDM and 10G-OTN were narrowly spaced.

Given this initial status, a new request D asked for a
DD-OFDM flow to be routed through the monitored link. Please note that DD-OFDM is a low-cost solution coping with metro-access distances. In order to further reduce the cost, these transceivers can employ a DFB laser, which have limited tunability, leading to strict bandwidth allocation requirement. Thus, the SDN controller in the OCS domain re-allocated B and C signals, which were occupying the spectrum slot requested for D. Next, D was allocated, 50 GHz-spaced with respect to A, and the performance monitor raised a notification of estimated performance degradation of A (Fig. 7e). In fact, the peak power difference between A and D was 21.6 dB, leading to a possible nonlinear interaction for the spacing initially set. Thus, the SDN orchestrator gradually modified the frequency spacing up to 75 GHz; integrating the new value learnt into the adaptive orchestration. Finally, B and C signals, adjacent to D, were re-allocated according to the new spacing. This is shown in Fig. 8b, corresponding to step V of Fig 4.

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the estimated signal to noise ratio (SNR) for all subcarriers of the DD-OFDM signal. The different stages of the setup can be identified by colors given in the legend. The best performance is observed for the electrical back-to-back setup. At each step of additional complexity, the SNR drops. The performance of the 50 km optical link is between 12 dB and 22 dB depending on the subcarrier. Eventually, the DD-OFDM channel achieved a total bitrate of 85.6 Gb/s with a BER of $1.3 \cdot 10^{-3}$ (error-free after applying FEC). Consequently, the FEC error-free operation with the required bandwidth in both domains was confirmed for the flow from node C to ROADM 2 (DMT packet to DD-OFDM).

Table I represents the packet loss ratios (PLRs) observed at the IP-based media gate way at the ROADM 2 for the real-time HD video streaming. The initial PLR was 2.76 %, when no adaptive SDN orchestration was performed. Nevertheless, when the aforementioned orchestration was active, the PLR was automatically reduced to 0.728 %.

V. CONCLUSION

Adaptive SDN orchestration of multi-domain multi-technology optical networks has been proposed and experimentally demonstrated. In order to demonstrate the concept, an advanced multi-domain/technology testbed was implemented, consisting on a 400-Gb/s variable-capacity OPS domain and a Tb/s-class flexi-WDM OCS domain. The SDN-controllable transponders and the extended transport API enable the congestion-aware provisioning of end-to-end real-time services. In the control plane, the ABNO architecture has been extended for adaptive SDN orchestration.

A practical use case has been analyzed showing successful end-to-end real-time connectivity across the different domains when enabling the proposed adaptive SDN orchestration. There the key data plane elements were high-capacity programmable S-BVTs and advanced optical performance monitors present at both OCS and OPS network domains.

This constitutes a significant step forward towards, and a cognitive SDN orchestration might be envisioned, as all the key elements are provided. In fact, cognition could be applied in the sense of a feedback control loop, which would process the network monitoring information to validate and provide optimal selection of network resources for satisfying the end-to-end QoS and dynamically re-optimise those service demands. Since the optimization criteria and parameters are all
subject to change dynamically, the potential cognitive SDN orchestrator could re-tune its decisions in order to apply better resource allocation policies.
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